“ The Huxley Golf tee turf plays similarly
to grass without any of the associated
wear and tear. Of great importance is
that golfers enjoy playing on it. From my
viewpoint, it ticks all the boxes.”
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Kevin Mackay (Operations Manager, The Castle Course,
St Andrews Links) National Golf Squads
Official supplier to:

Premier Tee Turf 2
A new generation all-weather turf suitable
for golf course tees, practice tees and similar
applications requiring a top quality,
low maintenance playing surface.
Installed at the world-renowned St Andrews Links, Fife, Huxley Premier Tee Turf 2
(PTT2) offers users the following key benefits:
l Exceptional pile density allows installation without filler, minimizing
maintenance requirements
l Balls can be played straight off the surface or from a standard tee peg
pushed into the pile
l Suitable for installation by golf course staff with guidance from Huxley Golf
l Can be lifted for cleaning, renewal or repositioning to help spread the wear
l Hard-wearing, silent and comfortable underfoot – looks, feels and plays like
natural turf
We have demonstration tees available for assessment and will be pleased to
provide specialist advice and recommendations on request. The new generation

Arnold Palmer watches over a member of the Welsh Elite Squad during the opening ceremony
of the Huxley Golf all-weather short game area at the Celtic Manor Resort.

Huxley Premier Tee Turf 2 provides a superb all-weather playing surface that will
stay looking good all year round in almost any weather conditions, while requiring
minimal maintenance.
Huxley All-Weather tees have been selected by many of the world’s top golf
courses as a high quality, attractive, low maintenance alternative to natural turf
and is suitable for use on the golf course, practice area or range as an extension,
replacement or seasonal alternative to natural grass tees. Huxley Premier Tee Turf
2 will help spread wear and tear and reduce maintenance requirements, making
a first class alternative tee, eliminating the need for playing on badly worn natural
grass surfaces or from unyielding and uncomfortable artificial mats.

The minimum recommended width of a Huxley Premier Tee Turf installation is
12ft (3.66m), whilst overall length will depend on the particular application.
For golf course tees a minimum 12ft x 12ft is advised, however alternative sizes
are available upon request and greater lengths will help spread the wear
further across the surface. However, users will find that the wear rates and
maintenance requirements of Huxley Premier Tee Turf 2 are greatly reduced
compared with a natural grass golf course tee or practice area.

St Andrews Links, Wentworth Club and Walton Heath Golf Club are just a few of
the many Huxley Golf customers throughout the world who use Huxley AllWeather
Premier Tee Turf 2 on their practice areas or on the course to ensure that golfers
enjoy first class surfaces all year round.

Illustrations:
front - Huxley Golf All-Weather Practice Tee at the
Castle Course, St Andrews Links.
back, left - Huxley Golf All-Weather Golf Course Tee at
Corhampton Golf Club.
middle - Huxley Golf All-Weather Practice Tee at
Castle Stuart Golf Club.
right - Huxley Golf All-Weather Golf Course Tee at
Murrayfield Golf Club.

Looking and feeling just like natural grass, Huxley Premier Tee Turf 2 has exceptional
pile density, removing the need to use a Turfill®, sand or rubber crumb infill to pack
the spaces between the fibres. The result is a very low maintenance surface, which
allows balls to be played directly off the pile or from a standard tee peg pushed
into the fibres, just like natural turf, and looks, feels and plays just like the real thing.
Because it needs no infill, Huxley Premier Tee Turf 2 is suitable for installation by
golf club greenkeeping staff on a suitably prepared base, with guidance from
Huxley Golf. The absence of an infill also makes it possible to lift the surface for
cleaning, for rotation to help spread the wear or for eventual replacement.

For further information on design and installation of Huxley Leisure Grass,
please contact:
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The Old Grain Store, Lippen Lane, Warnford, Hampshire SO32 3LE
Tel: +44 (0)1730 829608 Fax: +44 (0)1730 829037
Email: sales@huxleygolf.co.uk
www.huxleygolf.com
Huxley Golf has a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to alter prices
and specifications without notice or obligation.

